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Existing	 literature	on	academic	writing	has	extensively	 focused	on	published	 texts,	 such	as	 the	
research	article,	written	by	skilled	writers.	However,	 little	attention	has	been	paid	to	writing	by	
less	skilled	writers,	and	in	particular	postgraduate	students	striving	to	come	to	terms	with	all	the	
conventions	 associated	 with	 academic	 writing.	 This	 paper	 aims	 to	 shed	 light	 on	 the	 writing	
practices	 of	 young	 scholars	who	 pursue	 a	Master’s	 degree	 in	 Teaching	 English	 to	 Speakers	 of	
Other	 Languages	 (henceforth	 TESOL)	 in	 a	 Greek	 distance	 learning	 environment.	 The	 genre	
considered	 is	 the	 abstract	 of	 the	MA	 dissertation.	 Fifty	 abstracts	 are	 analysed	 by	means	 of	 a	
framework	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 abstracts,	which	 is	mainly	 based	 on	 Swales’s	 (1990/2004)	 CARS	
(Create	a	Research	 Space)	model	 for	 the	analysis	 of	 introductions	of	 research	articles	 but	also	
draws	 on	 three	 other	models.	 The	 proposed	 framework	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 abstracts	 identifies	
how	students	structure	their	texts	and	project	stance.	Results	show	that	some	moves	are	more	
central	than	others	and	the	tone	that	students	adopt	for	their	abstracts	is	mainly	descriptive.	It	is	
contended	 that	 further	 analysis	 of	 students’	 dissertation	 abstracts	 in	 other	 academic	
environments	can	assist	in	our	understanding	of	how	young	scholars	situate	themselves	through	
their	texts	within	the	broader	academic	community.	
	

�	
	
Η	 υπάρχουσα	 βιβλιογραφία	 σχετικά	 με	 την	 ακαδημαϊκή	 γραφή	 έχει	 μέχρι	 τώρα	 εστιάσει	 σε	
δημοσιευμένα	κείμενα,	όπως	το	επιστημονικό	άρθρο,	 τα	οποία	έχουν	γραφτεί	από	έμπειρους	
συγγραφείς.	Αντίστοιχη	προσοχή,	όμως,	 	δεν	έχει	δοθεί	στη	συγγραφή	κειμένων	από	λιγότερο	
έμπειρους	συγγραφείς,	π.χ.,	μεταπτυχιακούς	φοιτητές,	οι	οποίοι	προσπαθούν	να	κατανοήσουν	
όλους	 τους	 κανόνες	 που	 διέπουν	 την	 ακαδημαϊκή	 γραφή.	 Η	 παρούσα	 μελέτη	 διερευνά	 τη	
συγγραφή	 κειμένων	 από	 φοιτητές	 που	 εκπονούν	 το	 μεταπτυχιακό	 τους	 στη	 Διδασκαλία	 της	
Αγγλικής	σε	Ομιλητές	Άλλων	Γλωσσών	(TESOL)	σε	ένα	περιβάλλον	εξ	αποστάσεως	εκπαίδευσης	
στην	Ελλάδα.	Το	κειμενικό	είδος	στο	οποίο	δίνεται	έμφαση	είναι	η	περίληψη	της	μεταπτυχιακής	
διατριβής.	Εξετάζονται	πενήντα	περιλήψεις	με	τη	βοήθεια	ενός	μοντέλου,	το	οποίο	βασίζεται,	
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σε	συνδυασμό	με	τρία	ακόμα,		στο	μοντέλο	CARS	του	Swales	(1990/2004)	που	χρησιμοποιείται	
για	 την	 ανάλυση	 της	 εισαγωγής	 ενός	 ερευνητικού	 άρθρου.	 Το	 μοντέλο	 για	 την	 ανάλυση	
περιλήψεων	 που	 προτείνεται	 εδώ	 εστιάζει	 στον	 τρόπο	 με	 τον	 οποίο	 οι	 φοιτητές	 δομούν	 τα	
κείμενά	 τους	 και	 προβάλουν	 τη	 στάση	 τους	 σε	 σχέση	 με	 το	 θέμα	 τους.	 Τα	 ευρήματα	
υποδεικνύουν	 ότι	 κάποια	 βήματα	 που	 ακολουθούνται	 για	 τη	 δόμηση	 της	 περίληψης	
εμφανίζονται	 πιο	 συχνά	 από	 άλλα	 και	 ότι	 ο	 τόνος	 γραφής	 που	 υιοθετείται	 είναι	 κυρίως	
περιγραφικός.	 Υποστηρίζεται	 ότι	 η	 περαιτέρω	 ανάλυση	 των	 περιλήψεων	 των	 μεταπτυχιακών	
διατριβών	 σε	 άλλα	 επιστημονικά	 πεδία	 μπορεί	 να	 βοηθήσει	 να	 κατανοήσουμε	 πώς	 οι	
μεταπτυχιακοί	 φοιτητές	 μέσω	 των	 κειμένων	 τους	 βρίσκουν	 και	 αυτοί	 μία	 θέση	 μέσα	 στην	
ευρύτερη	ακαδημαϊκή	κοινότητα.	
	
Keywords:	academic	writing,	dissertation	abstracts,	genre	analysis	
 
	
	
	
1.		Introduction	
	
This	paper	aims	to	shed	light	on	the	writing	practices	of	young	scholars	who	pursue	a	Master’s	
degree	in	TESOL	in	a	Greek	distance	learning	environment.	The	text	type	that	will	be	examined	is	
the	abstract	of	 the	dissertation	 that	 students	produce	at	 the	 final	 stage	of	 their	postgraduate	
program	in	order	to	obtain	their	degree.	While	there	is	extensive	literature	on	skilled	writers	and	
the	 abstracts	 that	 accompany	 their	 published	 papers	 or	 Ph.D	 theses,	 to	 the	 best	 of	 my	
knowledge,	 little	research	has	 focused	to	date	on	M.A.	dissertation	abstracts	by	 less	seasoned	
writers,	and,	 in	particular,	within	 foreign	 language	pedagogy	and	distance	 learning.	Therefore,	
this	study	intends	to	fill	this	gap.	
	
	
2.	The	genre	of	the	research	article	abstract		
	
The	abstract	works	as	the	introduction	to	the	research	article	and	serves	a	marketing	function,	
as	 it	 is	−	after	the	title	−	the	first	section	of	the	research	article	that	readers	will	encounter;	 in	
this	sense,	it	can	determine	the	number	of	people	who	will	read	the	actual	article	(Hyland,	2004;	
Swales	 &	 Feak	 2004).	 Drawing	 an	 analogy	 between	 newspaper	 reports	 and	 scientific	 journal	
articles,	Berkenkotter	and	Huckin	(1995,	pp.	32,	34)	show	that	a	journal	abstract	has	a	function	
similar	to	the	lead	of	a	newspaper	report	and	acts	as	“a	screening	device”.	Likewise,	a	Master’s	
dissertation	abstract	acts	“as	an	efficient	ambassador	for	the	document	it	represents”	(Bordet,	
2014,	p.	131)	as	 this	 is	 the	first	part	 that	potential	 readers	of	 the	dissertation	will	 read	before	
they	decide	to	move	on	to	the	main	text.		
	
Content-wise,	the	abstract	provides	a	synopsis	of	the	main	points	to	be	further	elaborated	upon	
in	the	article	or	dissertation;	this	summarizing	element	has	an	added	effect:	 to	 inform	readers	
about	 the	 content	 of	 the	 paper	 (cf.	 Hatzitheodorou,	 2008,	 p.	 62	 for	 an	 analogy	 between	
abstracts	 and	 summaries).	 In	 terms	 of	 Halliday’s	 (1994)	 metafunctions	 of	 language,	 this	
emphasis	 on	 the	 content	 relates	 to	 what	 a	 text	 is	 about	 and	 corresponds	 to	 the	 ideational	
metafunction,	 which,	 combined	 with	 the	 textual	 metafunction	 (i.e.,	 the	 structuring	 of	
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information)	projects	 the	 interpersonal	metafunction	 (i.e.,	 the	writer’s	 stance	 towards	his/her	
topic).	Therefore,	the	abstract	is	the	intersection	of	informative	and	persuasive	text	types.	
	
The	 persuasive	 aim	 of	 the	 abstract	 is	 to	 construct	 an	 identity	 of	 the	 writer	 as	 a	 credible	
community	 member	 that	 has	 insider	 status.	 As	 Hyland	 (2004,	 p.	 63)	 puts	 it,	 writers	 use	 this	
genre	to	typically	situate	themselves	and	their	work	 in	their	disciplines	and	“display	credibility	
and	 ‘membership’.”	 This	 idea	 of	 belonging	 to	 a	 discourse	 community	 becomes	 very	 clear	 in	
Swales’	(1990,	p.	58)	classic	definition:		
	

a	 genre	 comprises	 a	 class	 of	 communicative	 events,	 the	 members	 of	 which	 share	
some	set	of	communicative	purposes.	These	purposes	constitute	the	rationale	for	the	
genre.	This	rationale	shapes	the	schematic	structure	of	the	discourse	and	influences	
and	constrains	choice	of	content	and	style.	[emphasis	added]	

	
Irrespective	 of	 the	 fact	 that	 Swales	 (2004,	 p.	 64)	may	 be	 “less	 sanguine	 about	 the	 value	 and	
viability	of	such	definitional	depictions,	in	the	light	of	all	the	various	writings	on	genre	over	the	
last	decade”,	the	intertwining	of	communicative	purposes	with	rhetorical	structure,	content	and	
style	seems	to	be	quite	pertinent	to	this	paper.		
	
Previous	 research	 has	 focused	 on	 abstracts	 (either	 for	 conference	 presentations	 or	 journal	
articles)	 from	various	academic	fields.	Berkenkotter	and	Huckin	(1995),	 for	 instance,	examined	
abstracts	submitted	to	the	Conference	on	College	Composition	and	Communication;	Halleck	and	
Connor	 (2006),	 those	 submitted	 to	 a	 TESOL	 Convention,	 and	 Agathopoulou	 (2009),	 abstracts	
considered	for	a	conference	on	theoretical	and	applied	linguistics.	Several	disciplines	have	been	
represented	 in	 studies	 of	 research	 article	 abstracts:	 medicine	 (Salager-Meyer,	 1992),	 applied	
linguistics	(Santos,	1996),	phonetics	and	psychology	(Martín-Martín,	2003),	psychology	(Hartley,	
2003),	 humanities,	 social	 sciences	 and	 natural	 sciences	 (Stotesbury,	 2003),	 linguistics	 (Lorés,	
2004),	 sciences	 and	 humanities	 (Hyland,	 2004),	 and	 applied	 linguistics	 and	 educational	
technology	 (Pho,	 2008).	 Frey	 and	 Kaplan	 (2010)	 is	 a	 study	 that	 has	 focused	 on	 abstracts	 of	
research	 articles	 in	 the	 discipline	 of	 law	 and	 uses	 Bhatia’s	 (1993)	 four-move	 structure	
(introducing	purpose	 /	describing	methodology	 /summarizing	 results	 /	presenting	conclusions)	
to	analyze	abstracts;	abstracts	of	business	research	articles	have	been	considered	by	Stotesbury	
(2003)	and	Hyland	(2004)	and	Hatzitheodorou	(2014)	considers	abstracts	of	articles	in	business	
and	law.		
	
Contrary	 to	 the	 studies	 presented	 above	 that	 focus	 on	 abstracts	 of	 published	 articles,	 I	 will	
examine	here	abstracts	that	are	part	of	unpublished	MA	dissertations	written	to	fulfill	the	final	
requirement	of	a	graduate	program	in	TESOL.	The	guiding	principle	for	the	analysis	carried	out	is	
Swales’	 (1990,	2004)	notion	of	moves,	according	to	which	sections	of	a	research	paper	can	be	
analyzed	in	steps	that	writers	often	take	to	organize	content	and	‘argue	their	case’.	An	adapted	
framework	of	moves	is	then	presented	that	can	be	used	for	research	purposes	and	in	English	for	
Specific	 Purposes/	 English	 for	 Academic	 Purposes	 (ESP/EAP)	 curricula	 (Hatzitheodorou,	 2014).	
Moves	 are	 considered	 in	 relation	 to	 their	 use:	 it	 is	 contended	 that,	 while	 some	 moves	 are	
indispensable,	 others	 do	 not	 necessarily	 figure	 in	 dissertation	 abstracts.	 The	 analysis	 aims	 to	
reveal	 patterns	 of	 move	 deployment	 in	 dissertation	 abstracts	 in	 relation	 to	 information	
structuring	and	stance	projection.	
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3.	The	study	
	
3.1.			The	corpus	
	
The	 corpus	used	 for	 this	 study	 included	50	M.A.	dissertation	abstracts	written	by	Greek	post-
graduate	students	who	were	at	the	final	stage	of	their	Master’s	program	in	TESOL	at	the	Hellenic	
Open	 University.	 By	 the	 time	 they	 had	 reached	 the	 dissertation	 stage,	 students	 had	 already	
written	assignments	and	exams	for	the	modules	they	had	attended.	Most	probably,	this	was	the	
first	 time	 students	 produced	 a	 dissertation	 abstract	 and	 were	 required	 to	 produce	 one	 that	
should	 be	 no	 longer	 than	 two	 pages.	 There	 was	 no	 official	 instruction	 provided	 to	 them	
regarding	 the	 techniques	of	writing	an	abstract;	however,	 coaching	would	be	provided	by	 the	
students’	 dissertation	 supervisors.	Within	 the	 time	 span	 of	 2017	 and	 2013,	 ten	 samples	 from	
each	year	were	randomly	selected.		
	
3.2.			Methodology	
	
3.2.1.	Frameworks	of	analysis	
	
The	 present	 study	 draws	 on	 four	 frameworks	 (two	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 research	 article	
introductions,	 one	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 research	 article	 abstracts	 and	 one	 for	 conference	
abstracts)	 and	 then	 combines	 the	 aforementioned	 models	 in	 order	 to	 propose	 an	 adapted	
version.	 It	 is	 hoped	 that	 this	 version	 will	 capture	 all	 the	 levels	 of	 meaning-making	 in	 the	
abstracts	under	discussion.	
	
Almost	any	discussion	on	genre	makes	at	least	an	initial	reference	to	Swales’	(1990,	2004)	CARS	
(Create	a	Research	Space)	model	 for	 the	analysis	of	 introductions	of	 research	articles	and	 this	
paper	could	be	no	exception	to	this	rule.	Swales'	model	very	effectively	puts	forth	the	metaphor	
of	researchers	situating	themselves	by	means	of	their	research	into	the	research	area	they	are	
working	 on.	 This	 idea	 is	 further	 elaborated	 upon	 by	 Lewin/Fine/Young’s	 (2001)	 adaptation	 of	
Swales’	model	by	placing	emphasis	on	the	researcher	finding	a	place	for	himself/herself	within	
the	academic	community	(Table	1).	While	Swales'	model	is	more	extended	than	what	appears	in	
Table	1	and	includes	various	steps	under	the	major	moves,	only	those	aspects	that	can	apply	to	
the	major	organization	of	abstracts	are	delineated.	This	choice	will	be	discussed	in	section	3.2.2	
below.	
	
	

Moves	 Swales	(1990/2004)	
The	CARS	model	

Lewin/Fine/Young	(2001)	
An	adaptation	of	the	CARS	model	

Move	1	 Establishing	a	territory	 Claiming	relevance	of	field	
Move	2	 Establishing	a	niche	 Establishing	the	gap	present	research	is	meant	to	fill	
Move	3	 Occupying	the	niche	 Previewing	author's	new	accomplishments	
	

Table	1.	Swales'	CARS	model	and	Lewin/Fine/Young’s	adaptation.	
	
Regarding	 research	 article	 abstracts,	 Pho’s	 (2008,	 p.	 234)	 variation	 on	 the	moves	 framework	
divides	 the	abstract	 into	 its	major	constituent	parts,	with	wh-questions	corresponding	to	each	
one	of	them	(Table	2).	
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Moves	 Question	asked	
Move	1:	Situating	the	research	<STR>	 What	has	been	known	about	the	field/topic	of	

research?	
Move	2:	Presenting	the	research	<PTR>	 What	is	the	study	about?	

	
Move	3:	Describing	the	methodology	<DTM>	 How	was	the	research	done?	

	
Move	4:	Summarizing	the	findings	<STF>	 What	did	the	researcher	find?	

	
Move	5:	Discussing	the	Research	<DTR>		 What	do	the	results	mean?	So	what?	

	
	

Table	2.	A	condensed	version	of	Pho’s	(2008)	framework	for	abstract	analysis.	
	
The	final	framework	that	will	be	considered	is	Agathopoulou’s	(2009,	p.	152)	model	of	moves	in	
conference	abstracts,	an	adaptation	of	Halleck	&	Connor’s	(2006)	model.	A	conference	abstract	
may	be	different	 from	a	 research	article	abstract	 in	 that	 the	 former	 is	 a	distinct	 text	 that	 can	
stand	on	 its	own,	while	 the	 latter	 is	 attached	 to	another	 text	 (the	 research	article).	However,	
there	 is	no	doubt	that	the	two	genres	share	the	same	communicative	purpose:	to	present	the	
researcher's	ideas	in	a	manner	that	would	be	appealing	to	readers.	Therefore,	certain	moves	can	
be	found	in	both	text	types	(Table	3).	
	

Moves	
Territory:	establishes	the	area	of	research	
Reporting	Previous	Research	(RPR):	involves	citations	
Gap:	indicates	lack	of	knowledge	or	a	problem	in	the	territory	
Goal:	stating	the	purpose	of	the	study,	research	questions	and/or	hypotheses	
Method:	describes	the	materials,	subjects,	variables,	procedures	
Results:	reporting	the	main	findings	of	the	study	
Discussion	(implications):	interpreting	the	results/findings	and/or	giving	recom-	
mendations,	implications/applications	of	the	study	
Means:	includes	methods	and	procedures	to	carry	out	the	actual	presentation	 	
Importance	claim:	presents	the	goal	or	findings	as	particularly	important,	central	
or	much	needed.	

	
Table	3.	Agathopoulou’s	(2009)	model	of	moves	in	conference	abstracts.	

	
3.2.2.	The	proposed	framework	for	the	analysis	of	abstracts	
	
Certain	features	of	the	four	models	discussed	 in	section	3.2.1.	were	selected	and	combined	to	
form	an	adapted	framework,	which	may	appear	‘crowded’	as	it	attempts	to	bring	together	many	
aspects	of	 textual	analysis	 simultaneously	 (Table	4).	However,	 the	 rationale	behind	combining	
four	approaches	is	that	a	comprehensive	analysis	of	abstracts	should	operate	at	both	the	macro-	
and	micro-structural	 level	 of	 organization;	 focusing	 on	 the	 former	would	 require	 a	 top-down	
reading	 approach,	 while	 focusing	 on	 the	 latter,	 a	 bottom-up	 one	 (cf.	 van	 Dijk,	 2001	 for	
discussing	textual	coherence	as	the	interaction	between	macro-	and	micro-structures	and	Pho,	
2008	for	the	distinction	between	bottom-up	and	top-down	approaches	to	the	 identification	of	
moves).	 Ιn	 our	 analysis	 of	 abstracts,	 we	 proceed	 from	 macro-organization,	 where	 we	 get	 a	
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general	perspective	of	 the	structure,	 to	micro-organization,	where	we	focus	on	the	content	of	
specific	parts.	
	
	
	
l Move	1:	Setting	the	scene	/presenting	the	research	space.		

What	has	been	known	about	the	research	topic?	
• 1a.	Territory:	area	of	research	
• 1b.	Reporting	Previous	Research	(RPR):	citations			
	

	
l Move	2:	Indicating	a	gap	in	the	field	or	presenting	a	view	that	you	are	going	to	refute.	Creating	your	

own	research	space	by	presenting	your	study.	
What	is	the	study	about?	

• 2a.	Gap:	problem,	issue	
• 2b.	Goal:	purpose	of	the	study,	research	questions	
• 2c.	Method:	participants,	materials	and	procedures	
	

	
l Move	3:	Presenting	the	results	of	your	study	and	your	contribution.		

What	do	the	results	mean/So	what?		
• 3a.	Results/Discussion:	discussing	the	findings	or	the	arguments	

on	the	issue			
• 3b.	Importance	claim:	so	what?	
• 3c.	Suggestions	for	further	research:	future	directions	
	

	
Table	4.	Framework	for	the	analysis	of	abstracts	proposed	in	this	study.	

	
	
To	 account,	 therefore,	 for	 the	macro-structural	 level,	 I	 kept	 intact	 from	 Swales’s	 (1990,	 2004)	
framework	and	its	adaptation	by	Lewin/Fine/Young	(2001),	the	three	main	moves	(Table	4),	as	
these	replicate	the	idea	of	researchers	presenting	a	research	space	(move	1),	in	which	they	will	
attempt	to	situate	themselves,	by	pointing	to	a	gap	in	the	literature	and	presenting	their	work	
(move	2),	and	establishing	themselves	through	their	findings	as	credible	personas	in	the	eyes	of	
the	discourse	community	(move	3)	(cf.	Hyland,	 	2004	and	section	1	above).	These	moves	form	
the	 backbone	 of	 the	 text.	 In	 Swales’	 (2004,	 p.	 226)	 words,	 “this	 tripartite	 structure	 offers	 a	
carefully	modulated	orientation	for	the	reader/reviewer	of	what	is	to	come”.	Indeed,	the	use	of	
a	schema	or	mental	model	that	would	be	related	to	the	macro-structure	of	a	text	considerably	
contributes	to	discourse	connectedness	and	aids	reading	comprehension	(cf.	Bartlett,	1932,	for	
schemata	and	 Johnson-Laird,	 1983,	 for	mental	models).	 Still	 at	 the	macro-structural	 level,	 the	
framework	 incorporates	 the	wh-questions	of	Pho’s	 (2008)	model	as	 they	can	effectively	direct	
the	reader	to	answers	which,	 in	their	turn,	provide	the	basic	 information	of	an	abstract	(Table	
4).	
	
Narrowing	down	our	 focus	on	the	micro-structural	 level,	we	 identify	and	 label	certain	parts	of	
the	 abstract	 as	 belonging	 to	 one	 of	 the	 sub-moves,	 1a	 to	 3c,	which	 draw	 on	 Agathopoulou's	
(2009)	 model;	 most	 moves	 are	 considered,	 but	 ‘means’	 is	 left	 out	 as	 it	 is	 found	 mainly	 in	
conference	abstracts	and	not	in	research	article	abstracts.	In	addition,	as	the	condensed	form	of	
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an	abstract	does	call	for	succinctness,	results	and	discussion	are	two	moves	combined	together	
and	 the	 explanation	 of	 each	 move	 is	 done	 only	 with	 phrases,	 not	 complete	 sentences	
(Agathopoulou,	2009)	to	avoid	overburdening	the	resulting	framework	(see	Table	4	on	previous	
page).	
	
To	 sum	up,	 the	blending	of	 four	 frameworks	 into	one	 aims	 at	 highlighting	 the	organization	of	
abstracts	 at	 both	 the	 global	 and	 local	 levels.	 To	 account	 for	 the	 global	 level	 (i.e.,	 macro-
organization,	or	“rhetorical	structure”,	according	to	Lores	2004,	p.	281),	the	three	major	moves	
developed	by	Swales	(1990,	2004)	and	then	adapted	by	Lewin/	Fine/Young	(2001)	are	taken	and	
likewise	 labelled	 “moves	 1	 to	 3”;	 from	 Pho's	 (2008)	 framework,	 only	 the	 wh-questions	 are	
included	 as	 these	would	 point	 to	 the	 informational	 content	 of	 the	 abstract.	 At	 the	 local	 level	
(i.e.,	micro-organization),	 drawing	 on	 Agathopoulou's	 (2009)	 categorization,	 sub-moves	 (1a	 to	
3c)	are	introduced	so	that	“the	linguistic	realizations”	of	moves	(Lores,	2004,	p.	281;	Pho,	2008,	
p.	 235)	 can	 be	 rendered	 transparent	 (Table	 4).	 Since	 the	 proposed	 framework	 operates	 at	
various	levels,	it	enables	a	detailed	analysis	of	abstracts.	
	
4.	Results	
	
4.1.	Quantitative	data	
	
The	framework	for	the	analysis	of	abstracts	presented	in	table	4	above	was	used	to	identify	the	
moves	that	student	writers	deployed	 in	their	 texts.	 	The	moves	that	seem	to	be	 indispensable	
and	are	therefore	included	in	all	abstracts	are	1a	(area	of	research),	2b	(goal)	and	2c	(method)	
(100%).	Next	comes	move	3a	(results),	which	appears	in	the	majority	of	texts	(90%).	Moves	3b	
(importance	claim)	and	3c	(suggestions)	can	be	found	in	more	or	less	half	of	the	samples	(50%	
and	40%	respectively).	Finally,	the	two	moves	that	seldom	appear	in	abstracts	are	2a	(gap)	and	
1b	(previous	research)	(16%	and	10%	respectively).		Finally,	it	is	interesting	to	note	that:	(a)	none	
of	 the	 abstracts	 exhibited	 all	 eight	 moves	 and	 (b)	 many	 of	 the	 abstracts	 (58%)	 start	 off	 by	
combining	in	one	sentence	move	2b	(purpose)	and	1a	(territory).	The	results	are	shown	in	table	
5	and	figure	1	below;	for	a	complete	presentation	of	all	 the	moves	that	appear	 in	abstracts	of	
this	study,	see	the	Appendix.		
	
	

	
Total	number	of	abstracts:	50	

Moves	 Instances	of	moves	 Percentages	

1a			(territory)	 50	 100%	
1b			(previous	research)	 5	 10%	

2a			(gap)	 8	 16%	

2b			(purpose)	 50	 100%	
2c			(method)	 50	 100%	

3a			(results)	 45	 90%	
3b			(importance	claim)	 27	 54%	

3c			(suggestions)	 20	 40%	
	

Table	5.	Instances	of	moves	in	the	dissertation	abstracts.	
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Figure	1.	Moves	in	the	dissertation	abstracts.	
	
	
4.2.	Qualitative	data	
	
In	this	section,	we	will	look	at	data	in	relation	to	two	aspects:	(a)	structuring	of	information	and	
(b)	projection	of	stance.	To	examine	how	students	structure	their	texts,	we	will	draw	on	Swales	
&	 Feak’s	 (2004,	 p.	 225)	 terms	 used	 to	 characterize	 methods	 sections	 of	 a	 research	 article	
according	to	the	amount	of	information	they	provide.	We	can	label	the	abstracts	that	rank	high	
in	 the	 number	 of	moves	 found	 in	 them	as	 ‘extended’,	 the	 ones	with	 an	 adequate	 number	 of	
moves	 ‘intermediate’,	and	 finally,	 the	shortest	ones,	 ‘condensed’.	 	To	examine	stance,	we	will	
mainly	look	at	linguistic	features	that	point	to	evaluation	(cf.	Hyland,	2005	and	Hatzitheodorou	
&	Mattheoudakis,	 2011).	 Stance	 refers	 to	 the	 attitude	 that	writers	 adopt	 vis-à-vis	 their	 topic,	
and	in	abstracts	this	attitude	is	related	to	the	confidence	they	show	in	relation	to	the	results	of	
their	 study.	 Exponents	 of	 stance	 are	 normally	 present	 in	move	 3,	where	 students	 discuss	 the	
results	 of	 their	 study	 (move	 3a),	 its	 significance	 (move	 3b)	 and	 its	 contribution	 to	 further	
research	(move	3c).		
	
4.2.1.	Example	of	an	extended	abstract		
	
The	first	abstract	that	we	will	analyze	can	be	considered	almost	complete	as	it	exhibits	most	of	
the	framework	moves;	the	only	move	missing	is	3c	(suggestions	for	further	research)	(Table	6).	
Move	 1	 includes	 the	 research	 area	 of	 giving	 and	 receiving	 feedback	 as	 well	 as	 the	 existing	
literature	 (moves	1a	and	1b	respectively).	 Interestingly	enough,	 the	research	gap	(2a)	 that	 the	
study	 intends	 to	 fill	 is	 initially	 presented	 in	move	 1	with	 the	 phrase	 “a	 rather	 underexplored	
issue”	and	then	elaborated	upon	in	move	2:	“there	is	still	a	lack	of	research	on	how	each	group	
of	students	benefit	in	writing	and	the	role	language	level	plays	in	determining	the	effects	of	peer	
feedback	on	students’	writing	performance.”	Next	come	the	purpose	of	the	study	(move	2b)	as	
well	 as	 the	 methods	 used	 (move	 2c).	 The	 results	 (3a)	 and	 the	 importance	 claim	 (3b)	 are	
combined	 together	 in	one	 sentence	and	 for	 this	 reason,	we	would	 call	 this	 a	 ‘blended	move’.	
Blended	moves	are	very	common	in	the	whole	corpus	of	abstracts	and	indicated	with	slashes	in	
the	 cumulative	 results	 in	 the	 Appendix.	 Stance	 is	 effected	 in	 move	 3b	 (importance	 claim)	
through	 lexical	 features	 that	 show	 improvement:	 forms	 of	 the	 verbs	 “benefit”,	 “enhance”,	
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“improve”	 as	 well	 as	 the	 phrase,	 “a	 determining	 role	 in	 their	 writing	 improvement”	 (see	 the	
italicized	parts	in	Table	6	below).	
	
	

Extended	abstract	 Moves	according	to	the	proposed	framework	
	
	
This	research	forms	part	of	EFL	feedback-related	
and,	more	specifically,	peer	feedback	research.	It	
aims	at	shedding	more	light	on	the	issue	of	who	
benefit	more	in	writing;	peer	feedback	givers	or	
receivers,	a	rather	underexplored	issue.	
	
	Existing	studies,	conducted	either	with	students	
at	an	English	language	institute	(Lundstrom	&	
Baker,	2009)	or	at	university	with	undergraduate	
students	(Cho	&	MacArthur,	2011),	have	shown	
that	student	givers	of	feedback	benefit	more	than	
receivers.		

Move	1:	Setting	the	scene	/presenting	the	
research	space	
1a.	Territory	
	
	
	
2a.	Gap	
	
1b.	Previous	research	

	
	
	
	
However,	there	is	still	a	lack	of	research	on	how	
each	group	of	students	benefit	in	writing	and	the	
role	language	level	plays	in	determining	the	
effects	of	peer	feedback	on	students’	writing	
performance.	In	an	effort	to	address	these	issues	
further	with	younger	EFL	students,	the	present	
research	explores	how	givers’	and	receivers’	
written	output	improves	in	terms	of	organization	
and	content	as	well	as	the	effect	the	different	
language	level	of	feedback	givers	and	receivers	
has	on	students’	writing	improvement.	For	the	
purposes	of	this	research,	the	method	of	action	
research	was	applied	in	four	different	language	
level	classes,	A2	and	B1+	level	receivers	and	B1	
and	C2	level	givers,with	18	students	participating	
in	total.		
For	triangulation	purposes	the	research	in	
question	involved	drafts	and	redrafts	of	three	
consecutive	writings	on	the	part	of	the	receivers	
and	another	three	written	outputs	on	the	part	of	
the	givers.	There	was	also	a	final	writing,one	
month	after	the	first	three	writings	
had	been	completed,with	students	getting	
involved	in	peer	feedback	processes,	so	that	time	
triangulation	would	be	possible	and	students’	
improvement	in	the	long	term	could	be	tracked.		

Move	2:	Indicating	a	gap	in	the	field	or	presenting	
a	view	that	you	are	going	to	refute.	Creating	your	
own	research	space	by	presenting	your	study.	
	
2a.	Gap	
	
	
	
2b.	Purpose	of	the	study	
	
	
	
	
	
2c.	Method	

	
	
	

Move	3:	Presenting	the	results	of	your	study	and	
your	contribution.		
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The	data	collected	from	the	students’	
compositions	showed	that	all	students	benefited,	
with	receivers	benefiting	more	than	student	
givers,	especially	in	‘clear		
organisation	of	ideas	into	paragraphs’,	‘logical	
ordering	of	paragraphs’,	‘use	of	linking		words’	
and	generation	of	‘clear	meaning	structures’.	In	
addition,	it	was	found	that	feedback	givers’	and	
receivers’	language	level	played	a	determining	
role	in	their	writing	improvement,	interfering	with	
the	overall	results	for	peer	feedback		
givers	and	receivers.	Finally,	it	seems	that	
students’	engagement	in	peer	feedback	processes	
enhanced	the	sociocultural	character	of	learning,	
leading	students	to	the	adoption	of	writing	
strategies	experienced	in	the	classroom	
community	they	belonged	to	(Donato	&	
McCormick,	1994),	thus	improving	in	writing.	

3a.	Results	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
3b.	Importance	claim	

	
Table	6.	Moves	of	an	extended	abstract.	

	
	
4.2.2.	Example	of	an	intermediate	abstract	
	
This	category	includes	abstracts	that	exhibit	the	basic	moves	and	constitute	the	majority	of	the	
texts	in	this	study	(cf.	Appendix).	We	notice	the	occurrence	of	the	blended	move	2b/1a	(purpose	
and	territory),	which	is	quite	common,	as	already	mentioned	in	sections	4.1	and	4.2.1.		Then,	the	
method	 (move	 2c)	 is	 presented,	 followed	 by	 yet	 another	 blended	 move,	 3a/3b	 (results	 and	
importance	 claim).	 Similarly	 to	 the	 extended	 abstract,	 here	 the	writer’s	 confidence	 in	 his/her	
results	 becomes	 transparent	 by	 means	 of	 the	 verbs	 “improved”,	 “validate”,	 “boosted”,	
“benefits”,	 “improves”	 and	 the	 phrase	 “positive	 attitudes”	 (see	 the	 italicized	 parts	 in	 Table	 7	
below).	
	
	

Intermediate	abstract	 Moves	according	to	the	proposed	framework	
	
	
The	purpose	of	this	study	was	to	explore	the	
impact	of	a	WebQuest-	based	writing	instruction	
on	developing	Greek	EFL	learners	‟	writing	skills.	
Another	aim	of	the	study	was	to	examine	
students‟	attitudes	towards	the	use	of	WQs.		

Move	1:	Setting	the	scene	/presenting	the	
research	space	
1a.	Territory	/	2b.		Purpose	of	the	study	
	

	
	
	
The	study	adopts	the	quasi-experimental	design.	
In	particular,	6	grade	students	of	two	primary	
schools	in	Larisa	participated	in	this	study,	one	as	
a	control	group	and	the	other	as	an	experimental	
group.	The	student	s	of	the	experimental	group	
were	taught	to	apply	a	WQ-based	writing	

Move	2:	Indicating	a	gap	in	the	field	or	presenting	
a	view	that	you	are	going	to	refute.	Creating	your	
own	research	space	by	presenting	your	study.	
2c.	Method	
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instruction,	designed	by	the	researcher.	The	
students	of	the	control	group	received	a	rather	
traditional	writing	instruction.	The	study	includes	
both	qualitative	and	quantitative	data.	
	
	
The	findings	of	the	study	revealed	that	the	
experimental	students	significantly	improved	their	
writing	scores	after	the	WQ	application	when	
compared	to	the	control	group,	which	seems	to	
validate	the	first	hypothesis	that	WQs	have	
positive	effects	on	writing	skills.	The	results	also	
indicated	that	the	WQ-based	activity	boosted	
students’	cooperative	skills	In	addition,	the	
findings	showed	that	most	students	had	positive	
attitudes	towards	the	WQ	activity	as	a	whole.	The	
findings	of	this	study	suggest	that	implementing	
WQs	in	the	EFL	classrooms	benefits	primary	
school	students‟	writing	ability	and	improves	their	
attitudes	towards	writing.	

Move	3:	Presenting	the	results	of	your	study	and	
your	contribution.		
3a.	Results	/	3b.	Importance	claim	

	
Table	7.	Moves	of	an	intermediate	abstract.	

	
4.2.3.	Example	of	a	condensed	abstract	
	
The	abstract	in	this	section	exhibits	the	absolute	basics:		territory	(1a),	which	might	be	seen	as	
somewhat	long,	purpose	of	the	study	(2b)	and	method	(2c).	It	is,	however,	missing	a	major	part:	
move	3,	which	corresponds	to	the	results	of	the	study	and	its	contribution	to	research	(Table	8).	
The	abstract	could	therefore,	be	safely	considered	incomplete	and	not	reader-friendly	as	it	does	
not	 sufficiently	 fulfill	 its	 role,	 which	 is	 to	 inform	 the	 reader	 about	 the	 main	 parts	 of	 the	
dissertation.			
	
	

Condensed	abstract	 Moves	according	to	the	proposed	framework	
	
	
Assessment	is	among	the	most	crucial	features	of	
language	education.	Well-designed	tests	provide	
not	only	relevant	but	also	reliable	and	valid	
information	about	learners’	progress	while	the	
data	retrieved	can	be	used	to	enhance	the	
language	program	itself	so	that	it	can	better	meet	
the	needs	of	both	language	learners	and	the	
educators	who	serve	them,	or	identify	the	
proficiency	level	a	language	user	
holds.Educational	technology	has	increasingly	
been	replacing	all	traditional	means	of	teaching,	
learning	and	consequently	assessing	the	progress	
of	second	language	acquisition	in	the	21st	century.	
Therefore,	it	is	a	field	that	allows	wide	exploration	
and	exploitation	in	order	to	provide	learners	with	

Move	1:	Setting	the	scene	/presenting	the	
research	space	
1a.	Territory		
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more	fruitful	learning	and	testing	environments.	
	
	
	
To	this	end,	within	the	context	of	English	
Language	Teaching	(ELT)	in	Greek	language	
schools,	the	current	study	aims	at	exploring	the	
widely-acknowledged	potential	of	certain	
innovative	methods	to	trigger	learners'	motivation	
and	positive	attitudes	towards	testing	by	creating	
meaningful	conditions	for	the	development	of	
learner	autonomy	and	digital	literacy.	Towards	
this	direction,	a	number	of	Web	2.0	tools	were	
used	to	assess	students'	linguistic,	grammatical,	
speaking	and	writing	skills	allowing	at	the	same	
time	opportunities	for	self-assessment	and	self-
reflection,	while	paving	the	way	for	their	
detachment	from	traditional	assessment	
methods.	

Move	2:	Indicating	a	gap	in	the	field	or	presenting	
a	view	that	you	are	going	to	refute.	Creating	your	
own	research	space	by	presenting	your	study.	
2b.	Purpose	of	the	study	
	
	
	
	
2c.	Method	

	
Table	8.	Moves	of	a	condensed	abstract.	

	
5.	Discussion	
	
This	 paper	 dealt	 with	 dissertation	 abstracts	 in	 order	 to	 identify	 the	 writing	 practices	 of	 EFL	
young	scholars	pursuing	an	English	postgraduate	degree	in	a	distance	learning	environment.	An	
adapted	framework	for	analyzing	abstracts	that	resulted	from	four	other	models	was	applied	to	
abstracts	of	dissertations.		
	
It	was	 found	 that	 for	 almost	all	 abstracts	 some	moves	are	more	 central	 than	others:	 territory	
(move	1a),	the	purpose	of	the	study	(move	2b),	method	(move	2c)	and	discussion	of	the	results	
(move	3a)	were	the	most	frequent	ones.	Therefore,	these	abstracts	are	mainly	“results-driven”,	
as	“they	concentrate	on	the	research	findings	and	what	might	be	concluded	from	them”	(Swales	
&	Feak,	2004,	p.	282).	They	focus	on	the	research	conducted,	make	references	to	methods,	give	
detailed	accounts	of	 their	 results,	and	point	to	the	significance	of	 these	results	through	 lexical	
choices	 that	 reflect	 improvement	 (verbs	 such	 as	 “improve”,	 “enhance”,	 “facilitate”,	
“contribute”,	 and	 adjectives	 such	 as	 “positive”,	 “beneficial”,	 “significant”,	 “valuable”).	 In	
general,	 while	 the	writers’	 confidence	 in	 their	 studies	 is	 reflected	 in	 their	 lexical	 choices,	 the	
tone	of	the	abstracts	is	mainly	descriptive.	
	
The	two	moves	mainly	associated	with	stance	and	the	persona	that	the	author	wishes	to	project	
for	 himself/herself	 and	 indicate	 the	 originality	 and	 contribution	 of	 his/her	 dissertation	 to	
research,	 i.e.,	 2a	 (gap)	 and	 3b	 (importance	 claim),	 are	 underrepresented	 (see	 Table	 5).	 	 In	
particular,	move	 2a	would	 situate	 students	 in	 the	 research	 area	 after	 they	 have	 shown	what	
others	 have	 not	 done	 before	 them,	 yet	 students	 seem	 to	 be	 reluctant	 to	 point	 to	 a	 gap	 in	
previous	research	that	their	research	would	fill;	hence	the	scarcity	of	this	move	in	the	data	(only	
eight	 occurrences	 in	 fifty	 texts).	 While	 more	 frequent	 than	 2a,	 move	 3b	 (importance	 claim)	
modestly	 highlights	 the	 importance	 of	 the	 study.	 Strong	 claims	 that	 would	 clearly	 and	
unquestionably	present	students	as	competent	researchers	that	truly	contribute	to	research	are	
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rarely	made.	Yet,	 this	 is	 to	be	expected:	 these	abstracts	and,	by	extension,	 these	dissertations	
are	most	 probably	 the	 first	major	 piece	of	work	 that	 students	 have	written	 in	 their	 academic	
studies,	and	therefore,	they	cannot	have	the	confidence	of	a	seasoned	writer.		
	
Lack	 of	 confidence	might	 also	 explain	 why	 suggestions	 for	 further	 research	 (move	 3c),	 when	
included	 in	 the	 abstract	 as	 a	move,	 are	 only	mentioned	 and	 not	 actually	 presented;	 students	
may	not	feel	confident	enough	to	actually	suggest	something	new.	Another	possible	explanation	
might	 be	 that	 they	 feel	 the	 abstract	 is	 probably	 too	 early	 for	 making	 suggestions	 for	 future	
research.	This	could	also	be	the	case	for	the	scarcity	of	move	1a	(reporting	previous	research);	
students	may	not	have	the	skill	to	delineate	which	studies	to	choose	from	the	literature	review	
to	include	in	the	abstract	or	they	probably	think	that	previous	research	does	not	need	to	be	part	
of	an	abstract.	
	
Certain	 limitations	 of	 this	 study	 preclude	 generalizations.	 This	 was	 a	 small-scale	 study	 and,	
therefore,	 more	 samples	 from	more	 dissertations	 are	 necessary	 in	 order	 to	 provide	 sounder	
conclusions.	 In	 addition,	 the	 identification	 of	 the	 moves	 was	 done	 only	 by	 the	 researcher;	 a	
future	study	can	include	coding	of	the	moves	by	more	readers	so	that	inter-rater	reliability	can	
be	 achieved	 and	potential	 subjectivity	 reduced.	 The	 academic	 field	 this	 study	 focused	on	was	
TESOL.	 The	 framework	 proposed	 in	 this	 study	 can	 be	 used	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 dissertation	
abstracts	in	other	fields.	
	
This	implementation	can	provide	a	better	picture	of	how	young	scholars	pursuing	postgraduate	
degrees	structure	their	texts	and	possibly	what	guidelines	different	disciplines	and	postgraduate	
programs	set	for	their	students’	dissertation	abstracts.	Identifying	writing	patterns	in	developing	
writers’	texts	is	certainly	not	meant	to	be	done	in	a	prescriptive	manner	nor	does	this	practice	
aim	to	“present	a	straightjacket”	for	writers	of	abstracts	(Hartley	2003,	p.	368).	Rather,	with	all	
its	flaws,	the	framework	for	the	analysis	of	dissertation	abstracts	could	map	how	young	scholars	
take	pride	 in	accomplishing	a	major	project	 such	as	 the	dissertation	and	become	members	of	
the	academic	community	through	their	texts.		
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Appendix	
	

Moves	in	dissertation	abstracts.	
	

Abstract	no	 Moves	
1	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3b	
2	 1a-2b-2c	
3	 1a-2b-2c-3a/3b	
4	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
5	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
6	 1a-1b-2b-2c-3a-3c	
7	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
8	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
9	 1a-2a-2b-2c-3a/3b-3c	
10	 2b/1a-2c	
11	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b-3c	
12	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
13	 1a-2b-2c-3a/3b-3c	
14	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
15	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
16	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
17	 1b/1a-2b-2c-3a	
18	 1a-2b-2c	
19	 2b/1a-2c-3a	
20	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
21	 1a-1b-2a-2b-2c-3a-3b	
22	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
23	 1a-2a-2b-2c-3a/3b	
24	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
25	 1a-2b-2c-3a-3b	
26	 2b/1a-2c-3a	
27	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
28	 1a-2a-2b-2c-3a-3c	
29	 1a-2b-2c-3a	
30	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
31	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
32	 2b/1a-2a-2b-2c-3a-3b	
33	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
34	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b-3c	
35	 2b/1a-2c-3a	
36	 1a-2b-2c	
37	 1a-2a-2b-2c-3a/3b	
38	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
39	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b-3c	
40	 1a-2b-2c-3a/3b-3c	
41	 1a-2b-2c-3a-3b	
42	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
43	 1a/2a-2b-2c-3a-3c	
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44	 1a/1b-2b-2c-3a/3b-3c	
45	 2b/1a-2c-3a-3c	
46	 1a-1b-2b-2c-3c	
47	 1a-2b-2c-3a-3c	
48	 2b/1a-2c-3a/3b	
49	 1a-2a-2b-2c-3a-3c	
50	 2b/1a-2b-2c-3a	
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